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Mapping and sequencing of structural
variation from eight human genomes
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Peter Tsang4, Tera L. Newman1, Eray Tüzün1, Ze Cheng1, Heather M. Ebling2, Nadeem Tusneem2, Robert David2,
Will Gillett3, Karen A. Phelps3, Molly Weaver1, David Saranga2, Adrianne Brand2, Wei Tao2, Erik Gustafson2,
Kevin McKernan2, Lin Chen1, Maika Malig1, Joshua D. Smith1, Joshua M. Korn8, Steven A. McCarroll8,
David A. Altshuler8, Daniel A. Peiffer9, Michael Dorschner1, John Stamatoyannopoulos1, David Schwartz7,
Deborah A. Nickerson1, James C. Mullikin6, Richard K. Wilson5, Laurakay Bruhn4, Maynard V. Olson3,
Rajinder Kaul3, Douglas R. Smith2 & Evan E. Eichler1

Genetic variation among individual humans occurs on many different scales, ranging from gross alterations in the human
karyotype to single nucleotide changes. Here we explore variation on an intermediate scale—particularly insertions,
deletions and inversions affecting from a few thousand to a few million base pairs. We employed a clone-based method to
interrogate this intermediate structural variation in eight individuals of diverse geographic ancestry. Our analysis provides a
comprehensive overview of the normal pattern of structural variation present in these genomes, refining the location of 1,695
structural variants. We find that 50% were seen in more than one individual and that nearly half lay outside regions of the
genome previously described as structurally variant. We discover 525 new insertion sequences that are not present in the
human reference genome and show that many of these are variable in copy number between individuals. Complete
sequencing of 261 structural variants reveals considerable locus complexity and provides insights into the different
mutational processes that have shaped the human genome. These data provide the first high-resolution sequence map of
human structural variation—a standard for genotyping platforms and a prelude to future individual genome sequencing
projects.

Human genetic structural variation, including large (more than 1
kilobase pair (kbp)) insertions, deletions and inversions of DNA, is
common1–9. These differences are thought to encompass more poly-
morphic base pairs than single nucleotide differences5,6,9,10. The
importance of structural variation to human health and common
genetic disease has become increasingly apparent11–14. However, only
a small fraction of copy-number variant (CNV) base pairs have been
determined at the sequence level15. Most genome-wide approaches
for detecting CNVs are indirect, depending on signal intensity differ-
ences to predict regions of variation. They therefore provide limited
positional information and cannot detect balanced events such as
inversions. Because the human genome reference assembly is now
viewed as a patchwork of structurally variant sequence1,2, it is
expected that sequencing projects of other individuals would reveal
previously uncharacterized human euchromatic sequence, in a
similar manner to comparisons between the Celera and
International Human Genome Project assemblies16–18. We imple-
mented an approach to construct clone-based maps of eight human
genomes with the aim of systematically cloning and sequencing
structural variants more than 8 kbp in length. We present a validated
structural variation map of these eight human genomes of Asian,
European and African ancestry, identify 525 regions of previously

uncharacterized ‘novel sequence’, and provide sequence resolution of
261 selected regions of structural variation in the human genome.

Fine-scale map of human genome structural variation

We selected eight individuals as part of the first phase of the Human
Genome Structural Variation Project19 (Supplementary Informa-
tion). This included four individuals of Yoruba Nigerian ethnicity
and four individuals of non-African ethnicity20 (Table 1 and Supple-
mentary Information). For each individual we constructed a whole
genomic library of about 1 million clones by using a fosmid subclon-
ing strategy21. Each library was arrayed and both ends of each clone
insert were sequenced to generate a pair of high-quality end
sequences (termed an end-sequence pair (ESP)22). The overall
approach generated a physical clone map for each individual human
genome, flagging regions discrepant by size or orientation on the
basis of the placement of end sequences against the reference assem-
bly (Supplementary Fig. 1)3,19. Across all eight libraries, we mapped
6.1 million clones to distinct locations against the reference sequence
(Supplementary Fig. 2; http://hgsv.washington.edu). Of these, 76,767
were discordant by length and/or orientation (Supplementary Fig. 3
and Supplementary Table 1), indicating potential sites of structural
variation. About 0.4% (23,742) of the ESPs mapped with only one
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end to the reference assembly despite the presence of high-quality
sequence at the other end (termed one-end anchored (OEA) clones;
Supplementary Table 2 and Supplementary Information).

We undertook three main approaches to validate sites of copy-
number variation. First, we selected 3,371 discordant fosmids cor-
responding to sites supported by two or more overlapping fosmids
from the same individual whose apparent insert size deviated from
the library mean insert size. These corresponded to 2,990 non-
overlapping sites that are supported by multiple independent clones3.
Using four multiple complete restriction enzyme digests (MCD
analysis), we compared the predicted and expected insert sizes,
confirming 1,182 non-redundant sites of copy-number variation
(Supplementary Tables 3 and 4). As a secondary validation method,
we designed two high-density customized oligonucleotide micro-
arrays targeting a subset of insertion and deletion regions (Supple-
mentary Fig. 4). This analysis recovered an additional 194 regions
that had a copy-number difference but were not validated by MCD
analysis. Combined with other experimental methods, we validated a
total of 1,471 sites of copy-number variation (Fig. 1, Table 1, Supple-
mentary Tables 3 and 4, and Supplementary Information). To assess
the heritability of our events, we further intersected validated dele-
tions with single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping data
(Illumina Human1M BeadChip) collected for 125 HapMap DNAs of
African, European and Asian individuals, which included 28 parent–
child trios. Although only a subset of the deletion events (n 5 130)
could be reliably genotyped because of a lack of informative probes
(Supplementary Fig. 5 and Supplementary Table 5), the allele fre-
quencies ranged from rare (1%) to common (more than 50%), were
generally consistent with Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium, and more
than 98% of parent–child transmissions were consistent with men-
delian patterns of inheritance (Supplementary Information).

Inversions proved more difficult to validate in a high-throughput
manner because the events are balanced and because breakpoints are
prone to map in the largest and most complex regions of segmental
duplications23–25. We validated 217 inversions by detailed fingerprint
analysis and/or sequence analysis. In addition, we validated seven
larger ESP-detected inversions by interphase and metaphase fluore-
scence in situ hybridization (Supplementary Fig. 6, and Supplemen-
tary Tables 6 and 7). This included two previously described events: a
roughly 5-million-base-pair (Mbp) inversion on 8p23.1 and a roughly
1-Mbp inversion on 17q21.3. We detected five novel large inversions,
including a 1.2-Mbp inversion on 15q24, a 2.1-Mbp inversion on
15q13, and a 1.7-Mbp inversion on 17q12. Three of these regions
correspond to sites of recurrent microdeletion associated with human
disease, providing further support for a link between common

inversion polymorphisms and genomic disorders26,27. Overall, we
found a twofold enrichment for inversions mapping to clustered
regions of the X chromosome (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 7),
consistent with theoretical predictions of increased inversion content
based on unusual inverted repeat structures28. These data provide one
of the first high-quality inversion maps of the human genome.

In total, we validated and refined the location of 1,695 sites of
structural variation across nine diploid human genomes (eight fos-
mid libraries plus the original genome examined by the fosmid ESP
approach (G248)) (Fig. 1, Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 7). This
included 747 deletions, 724 insertions and 224 inversions. A large
fraction of the insertion/deletion events (40%) are novel when com-
pared with previous published reports of CNVs. This is particularly
unexpected, considering that at least 25% of the human genome now
shows some evidence of copy-number variation (The Database of
Genomic Variants1, hg17.v2). Many of the events (856, or 50%) were
identified in multiple libraries and probably represent common poly-
morphisms (more than 5% frequency) (Fig. 2); 261 (15%) of the sites
were observed in five or more individuals, indicating that the current
reference human genome sequence organization may actually rep-
resent a minor allele. At 34 loci, all nine individuals were inconsistent
with the build35 assembly, identifying the reference allele as rare or
as a potential sequence misassembly.

Using the refined set of CNVs, we compared CNV predictions
within eight of the same samples analysed in ref. 5 (Supplementary
Information). When we compared the predicted size of intersected
sites on the same eight samples, we found that the bacterial artificial
chromosome (BAC) array comparative genomic hybridization
(CGH) CNVs were substantially (tenfold) larger and showed no
correlation with the ESP estimated size (Supplementary Fig. 8). In
contrast, we found extremely strong concordance between the sizes
estimated from the ESP map and the annotations generated by our
targeted high-density array CGH experiments (Supplementary
Fig. 8b) and independent predictions on the same eight individuals
analysed using the Affymetrix 6.0 platform (Supplementary Infor-
mation and Supplementary Fig. 8c). We conclude that the BAC array
CGH experiments performed in ref. 5 had, in some cases, exquisite
sensitivity to detect much smaller events (about 10 kbp) than pre-
viously expected. However, our analysis indicates that the current
amount of the reference genome sequence represented as CNV in
these eight genomes has been overestimated.

Novel human euchromatic sequences

To identify potentially novel euchromatic sequences not present
within the reference genome, we first identified clusters of clones

Table 1 | Validated sites of structural variation detected by fosmid end sequence pairs

Library information Nucleotide variation Structural variation

Library Population Coriell ID Number of
reads*

Q30 bases{ Total SNPs{ Total indels1 Mean in silico
insert sizeI
(kb)

Standard
deviation"

(kb)

Size
threshold#
(kb)

Deletions Insertions Inversions

G248 NA15510 39.89 2.75 8.25 105 108 48

ABC7 Yoruba NA18517 2,076,237 841,505,234 705,558 125,307 37.59 3.88 11.64 86 42 59

ABC8 Yoruba NA18507 3,331,676 1,549,030,580 1,241,616 222,740 36.7 3.85 11.55 156 101 67

ABC9 Japan NA18956 2,076,828 1,032,726,952 610,897 114,203 39.51 2.26 6.78 163 186 79

ABC10 Yoruba NA19240 2,118,546 1,022,392,331 736,451 130,646 41 1.84 5.52 252 297 88

ABC11 China NA18555 1,966,644 939,700,332 590,518 102,650 40.03 1.77 5.31 286 246 67

ABC12 CEPH NA12878 2,168,656 1,005,800,422 610,619 102,524 39.75 1.4 4.2 274 258 77

ABC13 Yoruba NA19129 2,053,392 1,083,273,138 591,310 101,565 39.29 1.77 5.31 246 265 83

ABC14 CEPH NA12156 2,021,844 1,086,415,113 714,848 140,498 39.44 1.72 5.16 275 265 98

Total 17,813,823 8,560,844,102 5,801,817 1,040,133 1,843 1,768 666

Non-redundant total 4,044,538 795,989 747 724 224

1,068 SNPs and 284 indels on the Y chromosome were identified from the single male sample (NA18507).
*Number of sequencing reads generated from each library.
{Number of sequenced bases with a quality score of at least Q30 (99.9% accuracy).
{ Single nucleotide variants with respect to the reference genome; no information regarding frequency.
1 Indels were insertion/deletion variants 1–100 bp in size.
IMean in silico insert size: mean size of clones based on mapping of paired reads.
"Standard deviation of in silico clone insert sizes based on ESP mapping.
#Size threshold (3 s.d.) used for detecting variant sites (see Supplementary Methods).
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Figure 1 | Map of structural variation in the
human genome. The location of 724 insertions
(blue), 747 deletions (red) and 224 inversions
(green) that have been experimentally validated
are mapped onto the human genome (build35).
Sites are arranged according to individuals in
rows above each chromosome, in order of the
nine individual genomic libraries (G248 (first
row), then ABC7–ABC14); the Coriell IDs are
listed in Table 1. All sites have been validated by
array CGH, MCD analysis, or sequencing in at
least one reference individual. The location of 525
novel sequence loci are depicted as arrows below
each chromosome. Those mapping to gaps
(black) are distinguished from those mapping to
regions not associated with gaps (orange). The Y
chromosome is not shown because samples were
primarily from females.
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in which one end sequence mapped to the human reference assembly
but the other end sequence did not, termed OEA clusters (Fig. 3a and
Supplementary Information). Pooling results from the first seven
genomic libraries, we identified 21,556 OEA clones. Next, we
assembled the sequence corresponding to all non-anchored ends
by using the TIGR assembler29. This procedure generated 1,736
sequence contigs (n 5 4,996 OEA clones) of which 48% (820) had

no matches to previously published human sequence assemblies
(minimum 100 base pairs (bp) with more than 98% sequence iden-
tity). By combining these sequence contigs with the positions of the
OEA clusters we identified the map location of 525 regions of novel
sequence insertion.

We distinguished three categories of novel insertion (Fig. 3a and
Supplementary Fig. 9): 214 of the novel insertion loci intersected with
regions identified as insertions with the paired-end sequence
approach (see above); 139 putative ‘insertions’ flanked sequence
assembly gaps30; and another 172 new sites did not correspond to
known gaps or spanned insertions within the human genome.
Among these we identified at least 11 regions where we estimate
that the insertions are too large (more than 40 kbp in length) to be
physically spanned by fosmid ESPs. Examination of these loci in a
whole-genome restriction map constructed by optical mapping
(Supplementary Information) on one of the same individuals con-
firms that the majority (8 of 11) correspond to insertions as large as
130 kbp in length (Fig. 3c and Supplementary Table 8).

To assess copy-number variation of these unannotated human
sequences, we designed an oligonucleotide microarray specifically
for these 525 loci and assessed copy-number status by array CGH
(Supplementary Information) among the eight genomes tested
(Fig. 3b). Novel sequences not associated with gaps showed the most
extensive variation in copy number. For example, we found that 49%
of novel sequences associated with fosmid ESPs (spanned insertions)
showed evidence of copy-number variation. We note that sequence
contigs mapping to the same novel locus (Fig. 3d) often showed the
same pattern of copy-number variation. Such regions cannot be
genotyped by existing commercial platforms that depend on
sequence in the reference genome. The presence of a mapped clone
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Figure 2 | Frequency distribution. Plot showing the number of times that a
particular structural variant was detected on the basis of ESP analysis for
nine fosmid libraries (eight HapMap, plus G248): 15% (261 of 1,695) of the
sites seem to represent a more common sequence configuration (major
allele) with respect to the human reference genome; 49% (839 of 1,695) of
the validated sites are observed once, suggesting that saturation has not been
achieved. The numbers above the columns report the total number of events
for each frequency class.
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Figure 3 | Discovery of novel human sequences that are CNV. a, Clusters of
clones where one end is mapped to the genome (build35) but the other does
not map are shown schematically on the basis of their orientation (blue and
yellow lines). Three categories are distinguished: clones mapping around a
site already spanned by a discordant fosmid ESP (spanned), regions where
no discordant clones are identified (unspanned), and clones mapping
adjacent to sequence gaps (gap). b, Array CGH experiment based on an
oligonucleotide microarray designed to a sequence assembly of these novel
sequences (525 distinct loci). Of the spanned and unspanned loci, 45% show
copy-number variation (gains, orange; losses, blue) in comparison with a
reference sample (NA15510). Each data point represents the average log2

intensity values for all of the probes from a single contig. Within each of the
three categories, contigs are ordered on the basis of their chromosomal
anchored positions. The bottom row represents the results of one of three

self-versus-self hybridizations with sample NA15510. c, A novel insertion of
130 kbp on chromosome 6 identified by OEA fosmid clones (blue and gold
arrows) and confirmed by optical mapping of DNA from the GM15510 cell
line. Optical images of SwaI-restricted DNA are aligned to the reference
(build35) genome. This large insertion maps intergenically to a region rich in
conserved sequence elements and is confirmed in all eight libraries. This
region does not correspond to a known gap in the human genome and does
not appear CNV in our eight samples. d, Validation of a CNV region by
fluorescence in situ hybridization. Hemizygous signals are detected by
fluorescence in situ hybridization on metaphase chromosomes (with OEA
clone ABC7_42397600_G7 as probe), corresponding to samples where no
signal intensity difference was observed with respect to the reference by array
CGH.
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ensures that these regions can be sequenced in their entirety (see
below) and incorporated as part of future CNV and SNP genotyping
platforms.

Sequence resolution

The acquisition of high-quality, finished sequence corresponding to
the breakpoints of a rearrangement is the ultimate form of valid-
ation31. We selected 405 clones with predicted structurally variant
haplotypes by ESP analysis for full-length sequencing (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 10 and Supplementary Table 9), generating 16 Mbp of
alternative haplotype sequence. Sequence validation confirmed 230
insertion/deletion loci (median 8.1 kbp, mean 15.3 kbp) and 35
inversions (up to 2 Mbp in size). Validation for 63 sequenced clones
could not be conclusively resolved, despite the fact that both finger-
print and ESP analysis confirmed 80% of these ‘ambiguous’ clones as
being structurally variant with respect to the reference genome.
Detailed sequence analyses revealed that most of these contained
large, multi-copy tandem repeat sequences, which confound break-
point identification and complicate the final sequence assembly of
the insert. Including these ambiguous clones, we estimate that 84%
(341 of 405) of the clones contained structural variants. The vast
majority of the clones that failed to confirm at the sequence level
represented putative insertion events (Supplementary Information)
as a result of a slight subcloning preference for ‘short insert’ clones.

High-quality finished sequence at the breakpoints allowed us to
assess the potential molecular mechanisms underlying larger struc-
tural variation events in the human genome (Table 2). Non-allelic
homologous recombination between repeated sequences accounts
for 47% (124 of 261) of events assigned a mechanism. Recombina-
tion between segmental duplications is more common than L1 or
Alu-mediated events. Of the inversions, 67% show evidence of large
blocks of sequence homology at the breakpoints, with the remainder
mediated by shorter common repeat sequences. An additional ten
events (4%) involved the expansion or contraction of a variable
number of tandem repeats. Retrotransposition accounted for 15%
(40 of 261) of events, although this is likely to represent a lower
bound given that the detection thresholds exceeded the length of
an L1 insertion (6 kbp) for several of the libraries (Table 1).
Analysis of structurally variant sequences found a slight enrichment
of repetitive DNA for both insertion (58.5%) and deletion (60.8%)
events, with 28% of events having a repeat content greater than 90%.
Such events are not resolvable with array-based techniques and will
probably require directed, PCR-based assays for genotyping.

We compared RefSeq gene annotation between the structurally
variant haplotypes and found that 107 distinct gene structures were
altered (Supplementary Table 10). Of these genes, 87% belong to
members of a gene family, suggesting potential functional redund-
ancy. We specifically examined insertion sequences and found
homology for 60 spliced expressed sequence tags and 15 RefSeq gene
annotations. Most of these putative gene structures corresponded to
duplicated copies of genes or portions of genes (NAIP, BIRCA1,
NBPF11, DNM1 and LPA) and/or had homology to genes predicted
in either chimpanzee or macaque (ANKRD20A and LOC713531).
There are three examples of insertions restricted to coding exons
(EPPK1, BAHCC1 and MUC6)—events predicted to alter the com-
position and structure of the encoded transcripts and proteins. In the
case of MUC6 and LPA, these protein length polymorphisms have

been associated with H. pylori infection32 and risk of coronary heart
disease33, respectively.

We sequenced multiple alleles for the SIRPB1 locus and found
evidence for recurrent deletion events on different haplotypes.
Sequencing confirmed two distinct deletion alleles having different
breakpoints (Fig. 4) embedded within segmental duplications. Both
deletion alleles seem to be common and only one of these two results
in the loss of an exon, raising the possibility that the two events have
different functional consequences despite their extensive overlap.
The two different alleles cannot be reliably distinguished by array
CGH genotyping because of the presence of duplicated sequences
at the boundary and uncertainty in the reference sample genotype
(Supplementary Fig. 4). Although we have only begun to survey the
sequence organization of a small fraction of our sites, a preliminary
analysis of the SNP content of sequenced sites suggests that about
24% of the variants predicted in multiple individuals may be found
on different haplotype backgrounds.

Other forms of genetic variation

One of the ancillary benefits of sequence-based detection of struc-
tural variation is the identification and characterization of other
forms of human genetic variation. Because each library represents
about 0.3-fold sequence coverage per individual, the ESP pipeline
generated about three genomic equivalents (8.5 3 109 bases) of high-
quality sequence data from the eight individuals. We mined the
existing 13 million end sequences34 and identified 4.0 million non-
redundant single nucleotide variants and 796,273 smaller insertion/
deletion events (more than 1 bp to less than 100 bp in length); 28%
(1.29 million) of the single nucleotide variants and 75% (597,790) of
the insertion/deletion variants (indels) were novel when compared
with dbSNP (build125). Of the eight HapMap individuals selected in
this project, five are common to the ENCODE resequencing pro-
ject35. We therefore compared our SNP and indel predictions against
those ten regions resequenced in the same individuals as a measure of
SNP/indel accuracy. On the basis of 1,988 SNP and 120 indel geno-
types, we estimated false positive rates of 3.5% (SNPs) and 10.0%
(indels).

As expected, the Yoruba African samples showed 15.3% more
single nucleotide genetic diversity than non-African samples on
the autosomes. The X chromosome shows greater genetic diversity
(40%) between African and non-African samples when compared
with the autosomes. Because this is one of the first random surveys
of sequence data from an ethnically diverse collection of individuals,

Table 2 | Inferred mechanism of sequenced structural variants

Event type Total events NAHR NHEJ VNTR Retrotransposition

Insertion 98 41 29 8 20

Deletion 129 49 58 2 20

Inversion 34 34 0 0 0

Total 261 124 87 10 40

The mechanisms of origin for 261 events were classified as being non-allelic homologous
recombination (NAHR), non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ), variable number of tandem
repeats (VNTR) or retrotransposition.

SIRPB1
SIRPB1

G248 clone
ABC9 clone
ABC8 clone
ABC10 clone

1 2 3 4

Chr. 20

del1

del2

Figure 4 | Sequence resolution of human structural variation. Two
different deletions within the SIRPB1 gene (exons, red) provide evidence for
an independently recurrent deletion event. Both structural variants are
probably mediated by non-allelic homologous recombination between
segmental duplications (blue bars, arching lines) in direct orientation.
Deletion alleles from four different individuals (G248 and ABC8–10) are
depicted; deletion 2 (del2, minimal region chromosome 20:
1509210–1542041) eliminates exon 2, whereas deletion 1 (del1, minimal
region chromosome 20: 1502353–1533914) does not. Repeat content and
orientation are depicted as coloured arrows (green, long interspersed
transposable element; purple, short interspersed transposable element;
orange, transposon). Predicted and annotated segmental duplications are
depicted as indicated.
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we also assessed single nucleotide density within 100-kbp windows
across the entire genome, identifying regions significantly enriched
or depleted in single nucleotide variants (Supplementary Informa-
tion). After masking sites of segmental duplication, we identified 15
large regions of excess nucleotide variation, ranging in size from
500 kbp to 3 Mbp. These include known sites of increased sequence
diversity36,37, for instance HLA and 8p23, as well as several previously
undescribed regions such as two large (more than 10 Mbp) regions
on each arm of chromosome 16 (Fig. 5). The interval on 8p23 also
showed the highest concentration of structural variants validated by
our ESP approach (22 distinct variants). The molecular basis for this
regional enrichment of genetic diversity across human genomes is
unknown, but our preliminary data suggest that structural and single
nucleotide variation may correlate.

Discussion

We present a high-resolution integrated map of genetic variation for
eight human genomes. We refine the location of 1,695 sites of struc-
tural variation (more than about 6 kbp in length), identify 525
regions of novel sequence that harbour highly polymorphic CNVs,
and provide single-base-pair sequence resolution for 261 regions of
structural variation. These events are placed within the context of 4
million SNPs and 796,273 small indels (1–100 bp in size).

Our detailed analysis of eight human genomes provides significant
biological and technological insights into human genetic variation.
First, we have discovered and mapped a large number of novel
sequences not represented in the human reference genome and show
that more than 40% are CNV. These sequences range in size from a
few kilobase pairs up to 130 kbp and are randomly distributed,
located both within genic and intergenic regions. Although the

sequences represent only a fraction of the euchromatin (less than
0.1%), these results strongly argue that the human genome sequence
is still incomplete. The role of such sequences in disease association
cannot be determined without de novo sequencing of additional
genomes and the design of new platforms to genotype these variants
specifically on the basis of these ‘new’ sequences.

Second, our refined map of structural variation predicts that the
current database of copy-number variation is inflated, which is con-
sistent with previous studies38. An analysis of the same samples with
customized high-resolution microarrays and two independent com-
mercial platforms shows an excellent correspondence between ESP-
predicted size and commercial SNP platforms (Affymetrix 6.0 arrays
and Illumina Human1M BeadChips). The net effect is that there are
fewer CNV base pairs per haplotype; consequently, fewer genes and
exons are affected. This is an important consideration in view of the
fact that CNV maps and databases based largely on BAC-based array
CGH are being used to exclude disease-causing variation26,27,39. A
comparison of the same eight individuals with the highest-density
SNP commercial platforms reveals that more than 50% of the struc-
tural variants that we have detected cannot be adequately genotyped,
although we note that many more events can be detected than is
possible with the fosmid ESP approach. These data argue for the need
for customized CNV genotyping platforms based on sequence-
validated sites of structural variation.

Third, our sequence analyses suggest that non-allelic homologous
recombination is the predominant mechanism (48%; Supple-
mentary Information) altering the larger structural variation land-
scape of the human genome. This is consistent with several reports
confirming that copy-number variation is enriched fourfold to ten-
fold for regions of segmental duplication3–5. However, these findings

HLA

8p23

16p13.3 16q23

PAR1

Chr. 6

Chr. 8

Chr. 16

Chr. X

Figure 5 | Regions of enriched SNP density. Regions of increased single
nucleotide variant density identified in eight individuals are shown
(ABC7–ABC14 samples ordered from bottom to top). Heterozygosity was
calculated in 100-kbp windows, and those windows having a heterozygosity

2 s.d. above the mean are plotted for four chromosomes. Regions of
increased heterozygosity, over 1 Mb of genome sequence, are highlighted by
red bars. Purple bars, centromeres.
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are in contrast with a recent analysis of two individuals with next-
generation ESP sequencing technology40, which reported that events
mediated by non-allelic homologous recombination were relatively
rare. One possibility for this discrepancy is that shorter reads with
lower sequence quality offered by next-generation sequencing
technologies may have less power to map within duplication and
repeat-rich regions of the genome, thereby missing a large fraction
of variation.

The establishment of a clone-based framework for each of these
eight genomes provides an important resource for future studies of
genetic variation. The clones provide the ability to recover and integ-
rate all forms of genetic variation, ranging from SNPs to larger struc-
tural variants within specific haplotypes. The existing end-sequenced
clone map permits novel insert sequences anchored within the
genome to be mapped and sequenced completely, generating com-
plete alternative human haplotypes. It also permits sequence-based
validation of CNV events predicted with other methods and facil-
itates the targeted resequencing of any genomic region of interest.
These full insert sequences will be important in the identification of
haplotype-specific ‘tag’ SNPs that may be used to genotype more
complex structural variants indirectly and to assess more fully the
spectrum of human genetic variation. Thus, these eight genomes can
serve as an important benchmark as new genomes become routinely
sequenced with next-generation technologies.

METHODS SUMMARY
Library construction and ESP analysis. Fosmid libraries (pCC2Fos vector) were

constructed21 from human genomic DNA samples (Coriell Cell Repositories)

corresponding to eight HapMap individuals (Table 1). We sequenced about 1

million clones (900 Mbp) for each genome in the form of high-quality ESPs

(Supplementary Table 11) and deposited sequences into the NIH trace repo-

sitory (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces). All ESPs were mapped to the

human genome assembly (build35) with a previously described algorithm3.

Map information, including ESP alignments and corresponding clone IDs of

discordant and concordant clones, are available in an interactive browser format

and database (http://hgsv.washington.edu).

Validation. Fosmid clones discordant by size (n 5 3,371 fosmid clones) were

subjected to fingerprint analysis using four multiple complete restriction enzyme

digests (MCD analysis) to confirm insert size and eliminate rearranged

clones41,42. Two high-density customized oligonucleotide microarrays (Agilent

and NimbleGen) were designed to confirm sites of deletion and insertion (GEO

accessions GSE10008 and GSE10037). We developed a new, expectation

maximization-based clustering approach to genotype deletions with the use of

data from the Illumina Human1M BeadChip collected for 125 HapMap DNA

samples (Supplementary Information). We found that more than 98% of the
children’s genotypes were consistent with mendelian transmission on the basis of

an analysis of 28 parent–child trios.

Fosmid insert sequencing. We completely sequenced the inserts of 405 fosmid

clones from six genomic libraries (210 from G248, 31 from ABC7, 39 from ABC8,

21 from ABC9, 98 from ABC10, and 6 from ABC12) with previously described

methods. All sequences have been deposited in GenBank (Supplementary

Table 9).

SNP/indel analysis. We identified single nucleotide variants using the ssahaSNP

software tool34 and indels (1–100 bp in size) using ssahaSNP in combination with

cross_match (http://www.phrap.org; Supplementary Information). SNP and

indel variants have been deposited in dbSNP (release 129).

A detailed materials and methods section can be found as part of the

Supplementary Information.
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